CASE & COURT STUDY

Panvel Session Court
DY Patil Deemed to be University, School of Law is dedicated to provide students with excellent
and advanced quality higher education, knowledge, skills, and ethical values for the field of the
legal profession and produce excelsior professionals for the legal sector for our nation and with
this objective, students of 1st Year LLB visited Panvel Session Court / Panvel City Civil Court
on 28th February 2020. The purpose of the court visit was to get acquainted with the legal
procedure and filing of the cases along with the clerical, official and judicial procedure of the
court.

They attended civil matters in one of the courtroom, the name of the judge hearing the matter
was Justice. M. M. Rao. The matter related to the recovery of an amount. They met with various
eminent jurists who guided the students on future prospects as a legal profession. The eminent
jurist helped the students in clearing the doubts on certain issues within the parameter of law.
The court visit was concluded with a vote of thanks and appreciation by presenting a bouquet to
the Hon’ble Judges. The visit of the court was truly fruitful and certainly, it has benefited the
students in getting experience and exposure to the court proceedings.

The High Court and Session Court Visit
April 30, 2020Industrial Visit, Uncategorized
High Court and Session Court Visit were organized on 25 th November 2019. For students of B.A
LLB, B.COM LLB &LLB of Semester1.
DY Patil University, School of Law aims to provide the best quality education that exposes
students to the theory and legal doctrine and provides practical skills to which create excellent
professionals to serve our nation. Our motive is to provide fully rounded and meticulous legal
education with theoretical and practical approaches to prepare top quality scholar of the law
profession.
OBJECTIVES
1) The purpose of the visit was to understand the working of a court, the nature of duties of the
judicial officers.
2) The visit was to help the student in understanding the role of the court in dispensing justice in
any case, the role of prosecutors in a case, the way cases proceed in a court, the way judges,
prosecutors and defense lawyers handle the case, the relationship of the prosecutors and the
police.
3) This gave an opportunity to understand the actual need of coordination in the justice system.

PROGRAMME CONTENTS
Students of LLB/B.COM LLB/BA LLB Course from School of Law, DY Patil University, Navi
Mumbai, visited the Hon’ble District & Session Court and High Court, Mumbai 25th November
2019. The students were accompanied by Adv. Abhilasha Mane, Mrs. PiyushMaheshwari
Assistant Professors at the School of Law.
The purpose of the visit was to understand the working of a court, the nature of duties of the
judicial officers. The visit was to help the student in understanding the role of the court in
dispensing justice in any case, the role of prosecutors in a case, the way cases proceed in a court,
the way judges, prosecutors and defense lawyers handle the case, the relationship of the
prosecutors and the police. This gave an opportunity to understand the actual need of
coordination in the justice system. The visit included an in-depth study of the day to day
functioning of the Civil and Criminal Courts, at different levels and over a vast variety of cases.
The aim was to evaluate the resources available and the distribution of power between the
judges, the prosecution, and the defense council. The day started with a brief note given to the
students about the Court and courtrooms. The student obtained valuable knowledge by Senior
Counsel. He explained Court proceedings in detail and suggested the students to read Bare Acts
and attend regular class lectures. The students visited different Courtrooms and observed Court
Proceedings.

At the end of the day, students were benefited from the visit and interactive session in the
Honorable High Court and Session Court.
PROGRAM OUTCOMES
1) The visit was to help the student in understanding the role of the court.
2) This visit is a way to Encourage Students towards legal profession.
3) It made Students think a bit more about practical applications of the things we were studying,
rather than just the theory.

MOOT COURT FOR PRACTICAL TRAINING
Every year we invite teachers, advocates and students from college to frame moot court problem .Moot
Court gives practical experience to the students and helps them understand the functioning of courts
and provides an in-depth exposure to legal procedure. A legal problem is given to the students and later
they are asked to present the facts of the case. This helps them to understand the technicalities of the
legal field.

